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Abstract An overview is given of the recent work on in vitro
enzymatic phosphorylation of silk fibroin and human hair ker-
atin. Opposing to many chemical Bconventional^ approaches,
enzymatic phosphorylation is in fact a mild reaction and the
treatment falls within Bgreen chemistry^ approach. Silk and
keratin are not phosphorylated in vivo, but in vitro. This
enzyme-driven modification is a major technological break-
through. Harsh chemical chemicals are avoided, and mild
conditions make enzymatic phosphorylation a real Bgreen
chemistry^ approach. The current communication presents a
novel approach stating that enzyme phosphorylation may be
used as a tool to modify the surface charge of biocompatible
materials such as keratin and silk.
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Introduction

Fibrous materials, whether natural or man-made, have been
intensely studied and used in the variety of applications, such
as civil engineering (Fangueiro et al. 2011), medicine
(Fujihara et al. 2004), chemistry (Novoselova and Sirotkina
2006), and industry (Puglia et al. 2005), among others, due to
their attractive and tunable properties. Nature demonstrates
numerous examples where materials in a fibrous form are
utilized to compose highly complex and multifunctional

structures (reviewed in (Biagiotti et al. 2004; Lintz and
Scheibel 2013). However, in some cases and under specific
conditions, inherently non-fibrous proteins may form thin and
extended fibrils, which are closely related to a number of
pathological amyloid and prion states (Böckmann and Meier
2012).

Mulberry silk fibroin (SF) and, especially, hair keratin are
probably one of the most recognized natural fibrous materials
by a broad community. The silk of domesticated silkworm has
been a basis of sericulture for many centuries (Khurana and
Checker 2011), while hair keratin appears a target of an indus-
try for cosmetic and care products (Weathersby and
McMichael 2013). Since when the scientists and engineers
began to realize the potential of SF and keratin in novel appli-
cation fields, considerable amount of data regarding their
structure, properties, and possible usages was reported (Zhou
et al. 2001; Rockwood et al. 2011; McKittrick et al. 2012;
Khosa and Ullah 2013; Kundu et al. 2013; Ghosh and Collie
2014; Lee et al. 2014; Yucel et al. 2014).

While working with some raw material, in most cases the
researches wish to customize a final product, rendering
(b io - ) chemis t ry ind i spensab le . In many cases ,
hazardous compounds such as hexafluoro-2-propanol
(HFIP), hexafluoro-acetone (HFA), and 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) are
used at different steps of various SF-based products’ customi-
zation. Sometimes ozone-mediated or γ-irradiation approaches
are taken. (All of the above is reviewed in (Volkov et al. 2015a.)
However, in the last decades numerous attempts were made to
substitute the Bconventional,^ purely chemical methods, by
more environment-friendly, so-called green chemistry tech-
niques (Höfer and Selig 2012). In that extent, enzymatically
driven reactions attract significant attention, not only for being
relatively non-hazardous or harsh treatments but also due to
their high specificity towards the substrates (Demarche et al.
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2012). Working particularly on biomaterials like silk and kera-
tin, it seems reasonable to employ enzymatic reactions for the
diversification of the aforementioned substrates.

In vivo enzymatic phosphorylation is one of the best-
studied post-translational modifications (PTMs) (Bononi
et al. 2011), with fibrous material targets as no exception. In
general, phosphorylation may induce conformational changes
at both local and global levels via allosteric regulation of pro-
tein networks (Xin and Radivojac 2012). Other important as-
pects of this modification type, like its physiological stability
(Westheimer 1987) and molecular interactions modulation
(Mandell et al. 2007), have been presented previously.
Specifically to SF (Zhang et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2010) and
(solid) keratin fibers or filaments (Sun and Green 1978; Liao
et al. 1995; Eckert and Yeagle 1996; Nakamura et al. 2002;
Strnad et al. 2002; Pekny and Lane 2007), some pieces of
evidence regarding in vivo phosphorylation were demonstrat-
ed in the past. However, only single works exist on enzymatic
in vitro phosphorylation of both SF (Winkler et al. 2000) and
keratin (Yeagle et al. 1990). In the first case, a transgenic short
variant of spider silk was modified, whereas in the second
bovine hoof-extracted keratin was processed. Both fibrous
materials were phosphorylated in saluted forms; protein ki-
nase A (PKA, EC 2.7.11.11) was the enzyme of choice. A
general outlook on the proposed idea, including phosphoryla-
tion reaction, is shown in Fig. 1.

In the current communication, we summarize the experi-
mental outcomes of three works, dealing with the
reconstituted enzymatic reaction for modification of the cho-
sen fibrous materials. It was of our interest to evaluate the
possibility of enzyme-driven phosphorylation of the saluted
wild-type SF and solid human hair keratin fiber. We clearly
show that similarly to the natural processes, the phosphoryla-
tion of substrates, challenging to work with, can be performed

in laboratory. This communication reports a more profound
work on SF. Owing to this fact, we were able to elucidate the
effects of phosphorylation on silk more extensively than on
keratin.

Phosphorylation feasibility and its implications
on fibrous materials

♦ The feasibility of phosphorylation reaction

Silk fibroin

Prior to attempting the phosphorylation reaction of SF, the
very possibility of this modification was assessed in silico as
described (Volkov et al. 2014). As such, 20 potential PKA
recognition sites, of which 14 are found within hydrophobic
region and are of primary importance, were detected (Fig. 2).
SF was degummed and solubilized via the common protocols
(Hu et al. 2010; Volkov et al. 2014), with the PKA-mediated
phosphorylation followed. The optimized enzymatic reaction
resulted in ≈60 % of all predicted sites, as reported by color-
imetric estimation of amounts of transferred phosphoryl
group. The presence of the incorporated phosphate was further
shown by FTIR (Fig. 3) for different blended fibroin films,
elaborated by solvent casting and subsequent evaporation. P–
OH deformation vibration-specific peak at 1039 cm−1

(Bellamy and Beecher 1952) supported the concept of in vitro
phosphorylation.

Hair keratin

As opposed to silk, the keratin (in the solid form of hair
tresses) was solely bleached and taken into kinase

Fig. 1 In vitro enzymatic phosphorylation of fibrous materials opens a largely unexplored path of possibilities of modulating material properties
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reaction (Volkov and Cavaco-Paulo 2016). Due to the
specificity of its processing, no bioinformatics-based
prediction regarding the number of possible phospho-
sites could be drawn. Yet, the previous successful at-
tempt of keratin in vitro phosphorylation (Yeagle et al.
1990) made it possible to assume the feasibility of such
modification. Indeed, diffuse reflection infrared spectros-
copy (DRIFTS) and NMR assays of the modified kera-
tin demonstrated although somewhat subtle, but present,
phosphate (Fig. 4). The word Bsubtle^ signifies the fact
that, similarly to SF, where only 20 phosphorylation-
suitable amino acids of 5263 (≈0.38%) were found, ker-
atin modification was accomplished to some low levels.
For instance, instead of performing regular FTIR, a
more sensitive DRIFTS was done (Armaroli et al.
2004). Accordingly, 20,700–20,900 transient scans were
taken during NMR analysis to make the phospho-peak
in Fig. 4b.

♦ Phosphorylation implications on fibrous materials

Silk fibroin

In general, β-sheet-forming proteins are difficult to maintain
in aqueous solution due to the presence of hydrophobic do-
mains that exclude water. Hydrophobic domains constitute a
major part of silk heavy chain (H-chain) proteins and lead to
the formation of strong intra- and inter-molecular β-related
secondary structures, responsible for insolubility, high
strength, and thermal stability of the silk fibers. Those second-
ary structures of silks, reflected in the polymorphic behavior
of fibrous proteins, are a critical issue in the control of solu-
bility of these proteins. Working on wild-type mulberry silk of
domestic silkworm (H-chain protein), we corroborated previ-
ously published results of Winkler et al. (2000), while they
had chosen a significantly different experimental system to
work on. Winkler et al. demonstrated a system of transgenic
spider silk fragment with the attached PKA recognition se-
quence. Their system was clearly tuned by (de-)phosphoryla-
tion in terms of β-sheet content and the resulting solubility.
Notwithstanding, the transgenic system represented a ≈25-
kDa protein, while our protein of target is estimated to be
≈350–391 kDa in size. The latter undoubtedly means that
potential impacts of phosphorylation (if any) are much harder
to elucidate. Nevertheless, all the different works (preceding
this communication and presented herein) show that innate
hydrophobicity of silk as well as its self-assembly are highly
dependent on polypeptide charges and steric hindrance fac-
tors, introduced by the phospho-group. This view, emerging
from the currently presented works, is constituted by several
experimental outcomes.

As such, FTIR-derived secondary structure analysis and
DSC assessment of (phospho-)SF films depict the degree of
β-sheet formation as a function of introduced phosphoryl
group and the presence of phosphate-derived plasticization
effect, respectively. Another structure-related finding was the
enhanced ability of the modified films to swell. It was found
that the material swelling is phosphorylation dependent and is
highest when half of the starting SF is phosphorylated.

Fig. 2 The representation of predicted phosphorylated residues in
B. mori SF. Asterisks denote the positions, estimated by the software,
while the remaining sites were deduced upon protein sequence analysis
using the consensus motif of PKA. Three major segment types, present in
the protein, are indicated. Those include the N-terminal acidic and C-
terminal basic domains, and 11 Bamorphous^ sequences. The rest

is repetitive crystalline region (Zhou et al. 2001). Borders of N- and C-
terminal domains are indicated. This image was elaborated using the
software, included with GPS v2.1 pack (Xue et al. 2008). Reprinted
with permission from Volkov et al. (2014). Copyright 2014 John Wiley
& Sons

Fig. 3 FTIR spectra of SF films of various phosphorylation degrees.
Main amide-related peaks (I, II, and III) and phosphorylation-derived
peak are indicated. 0 %, 15 %, 30 %, 45 %, and 60 % indicate the final
phosphorylation degrees. Reprinted with permission from Volkov et al.
(2014). Copyright 2014 John Wiley & Sons
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Besides that, a moderately increasing tendency to swell exists
at a specific phosphorylation range; if the final material pos-
sesses higher phospho-content, swelling will decrease. The
latter finding was explained from the basis of silk polymer
relaxation degree and the ability to retain the solvent within
the fibroin matrix.

When conducted at near neutral pH, the release of incorpo-
rated model compounds, whether Piroxicam (Volkov et al.
2014) or Methotrexate (MTX) (Volkov et al. 2015b),
underlined additional aspects of polymer–drug interactions.
In the first case, phosphorylation decreased drug retention
within the matrix, while no significant phosphorylation-
dependent trend was detected for the second case. Decreased
hydrophobicity of the modified SF matrix promoted the re-
lease of mostly hydrophobic Piroxicam. As a compound of
more prominent amphoteric character, MTX presents a highly
pH-dependent solubility and the ability to form interactions
with the embedding material. Thus, the immediate impact of
phosphate groups in the bulk phase may be masked or
surpassed by the conditions of pH. In addition, it was clarified
that structural clustering of SF chains at acidic pH values
generally leveled out the phosphorylation effects. Silk poly-
peptide chain collapse and its subsequent hydrophobic self-
association at lower pH overcomes the phosphorylation repul-
sion effects due to its Bmodest^ levels. Mechanistically, the
acidified pH-driven fibroin precipitation is very similar to the
ongoing self-gelation of SF aqueous solutions with time
(Matsumoto et al. 2006). The difference mainly stems from
hydrophobic self-association and solvent exclusion speeds of
the saluted material. Depending on SF concentration, solution
ionic strength, and surrounding temperature, the precipitation
process onset and/or propagation may range from hours to

weeks. In our particular case, precipitates were started to be
observed from the second week of storage of ≈2 % w/t fibroin
solution in dH2O at 4 °C and pH ≈ 7.3. pH drop to ≈3.5
usually caused irreversible precipitation/gelation within 24 h
at room temperature, regardless of the presence of the intro-
duced phosphate. Although direct charge calculations for the
modified silk demonstrated a tendency towards negative po-
tential formation (and thus chain repulsion), as was noticed
previously, this tendency is surpassed by acidification.
Particularly important is the role of carboxyl groups (Glu
and Asp) in determining fibroin chain interactions at acidic
pH values. As a hydrophilic domain, the N-terminus of the H-
chain of the fibroin is dominated by acidic amino acid side
chains with the predicted pI of 4.59. Decreasing pH below
4.59 facilitates silk aggregation due to protonation of the car-
boxyl groups and thus promotes their intra- or inter-molecular
interactions. Therefore, and similarly to the previous re-
searches, we conclude that phosphorylation of SF caused a
decrease in the hydrophobic content of the fold protein but
did not completely inhibit β-sheet assembly.

Finally, in terms of cytotoxicity, it was shown that
phospho-silk fibroin films seem not to promote cell attach-
ment and, possibly, proliferation. Some previously cited
works (Hezi-Yamit et al. 2009; Richards and Ivanisevic
2012) state that increased hydrophilicity disfavors cell attach-
ment on the surfaces. Since the cellular membrane is known to
be negatively charged from the outer side at physiological
conditions (Emri et al. 1998; Klapperstuck et al. 2013),
phospho-silk fibroin films will be prone to repel seeded cells.
Thus, it can be solely stated with a high degree of confidence
that lesser attachment will occur. Conclusions relating the sur-
face charge and proliferation levels are thought to be too

Fig. 4 Experimental evidence of hair keratin phosphorylation. a DRIFT
spectra of hair dust, obtained from its outermost layers. 1 Virgin hair, 2
chemically damaged (bleached) hair, 3 bleached and subsequently
phosphorylated hair. b NMR spectra of keratin peptides, liberated by

protease-mediated hair degradation. Top bleached hair only, bottom
bleached and subsequently phosphorylated hair. Reprinted with
permission from Volkov and Cavaco-Paulo (2016). Copyright 2016
Elsevier B. V
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biased without any empirical confirmation. Furthermore, bio-
activity evaluation of the MTX-loaded films on Caco-2 cells
by indirect contact showed lower proliferation rate when the
MTX release was higher (Fig. 5). Thus, films of higher phos-
phorylation were able to retain MTX for a longer time, and,
importantly, denser films possessed lesser drug retention
(Fig. 5b). This phenomenon was explained by some studies
(Mallapragada et al. 1997; Kishida et al. 1998) and by us
previously, as a drug exclusion during the formation of the
hydrophobic β-sheet network.

Hair keratin

The third article reported that for hair keratin, the im-
mediate outcome of phosphorylation is the enhanced
affinity of a model cationic compound towards the
phosphorylated material, as assessed by adsorption ca-
pacity Q measurements of methylene blue (MB) dye

(Volkov and Cavaco-Paulo 2016). Since the enzymatic
reaction was carried out on pre-formed solid material,
only the considerations of adsorbent surface potential
and adsorbate–adsorbent interactions were thoroughly
studied and presented (Volkov and Cavaco-Paulo 2016).

Hair is known to possess high natural heterogeneity,
for the most compositional, but also structural (Khan
et al. 2014; Laatsch et al. 2014). During the experimen-
tal processing, human hair was extensively bleached and
later phosphorylated. Structural and electric potential-
related features, concurrently associated with the exper-
imental treatments, are thought to include highly rough,
perforated surface with areas of differential electrostatic
potential energy. Since the later usage of a charged ad-
sorbate, MB, as a model compound for clarification of
aspects of the binding process, adsorbent surface was
assumed to be energetically heterogeneous. This can
be emphasized in Fig. 6, showing different models of

Fig. 5 The viability of the Caco-2 cell line, cultivated on lixiviates,
derived from a 6-h incubation of growth medium with silk fibroin
MTX-loaded films. a pH 7.2-cast films; b pH 3.5-cast films. B+^ and
B−^ denote the MTX-loaded or MTX-devoid fibroin materials.
DMEM = cel l growth medium only, a pos i t ive cont ro l .

MTX = methotrexate at 0.2 mg/ml concentration, a negative control.
Statistically significant difference is denoted by asterisk. Reprinted with
permission from Volkov et al. (2015a). Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society

Fig. 6 Distribution models of the surface topography of adsorption
centers for various energies on the solid surface. a BPatch-wise^ type
surface. b BRandom^ type surface. c BIntermediate^ type surface. Two
energetically distinct types of adsorption centers are marked with filled

and blank circles. Where possible, the areas of similar energy potentials
are marked by a cyan filler. The image is based on Charmas and Leboda
(2000)
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surface energetic heterogeneity (Charmas and Leboda
2000). We further assumed this surface to be of
Bintermediate^ type. In a Bpatch-wise^ type, the adsorp-
tion centers of the same properties are grouped in large
patches. Those patches are considered to be large
enough to constitute independent thermodynamic ad-
sorption subsystems (Fig. 6a). On the contrary, the
completely Brandom^ distribution of adsorption centers
causes the microscopic composition of the adsorbed
phase in the surrounding of any center to be the same
and identical to the average composition of the phase
on the bulk solid surface (Fig. 6b). Thus, the patch-wise
and random surface topographies represent two bound-
ary cases for any solid adsorbent. In the particular case
inspected here, along with many others, intermediate
topography exists so that the correlation between the
energies of the adsorption of the closed neighbors or
even the neighbors of the closed adsorption sites may
be evident (Fig. 6c). The latter model is strongly sup-
ported by experimental evidence, depicted in Fig. 7.
The seemingly Bpure^ random distribution of dye-
binding sites is disproved by the larger agglomerations
of the bound MB, pointing on the locations of elevated
affinity towards MB. Practically, it means that while the
distribution of these high-affinity locations may be

random, the overall surface energetic heterogeneity of
adsorbent falls within the pattern shown in Fig. 7c.

From calculations, based on 3D reconstruction of the
bound MB (2D imprint is shown as Fig. 7), a 29.1 %
increase in the dye-binding sites as a result of phos-
phorylation was detected. The data acquired throughout
the third study advocate for phosphorylation as a binder
enhancer for the cationic MB. Various kinetic and ther-
modynamic modeling approaches envisage the beneficial
role of phosphorylation in hair–dye interactions. The
chosen results of kinetic pseudo-second order and
Langmuir isothermal modelings are presented in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Several important aspects
of adsorption, such as the rate-limiting step of MB re-
moval from a solution and its deposition on hair and
thermodynamic modeling outcomes like the mean ener-
gy of adsorption, among others, were elucidated
(Volkov and Cavaco-Paulo 2016). They made possible
to conclude that the pseudo-second order (PSO) model,
along with Langmuir isothermal model, characterizes
best the hair-based adsorption system. Moreover, for
the observed system, MB adsorption was an exothermic
and energetically favored process, with entropy increase.

Summarizing, from the pairwise comparison of virtu-
ally all kinetic and thermodynamic parameters,

Fig. 7 A view from the top of
artificially colored 3D
visualization of the sites of
highest dye affinity (dark-blue)
and the bulk hair adsorbent
volume (light-gray). a Non-
modified adsorbent. b Phospho-
modified adsorbent. Scale bar,
7 μm. Reprinted with permission
from Volkov and Cavaco-Paulo
(2016). Copyright 2016 Elsevier
B. V (color figure online)

Table 1 Various estimated
parameters of MB dye adsorption
on different hair types

Model applied Hair types Parameters, calculated from modeling

Kinetic pseudo-second order Qmax (mg g−1) k2 (g mg−1 min−1) R̅2

P 355.871 1.504*10−4 0.9924

NP 273.224 1.067*10−4 0.9747

Langmuir Isothermal Qmax (mg g−1) KL (L mg−1) R̅2

P 374.531 46.675*103 0.9647

NP 322.580 49.301*103 0.9868

NP and P designate the non-modified or enzymatically modified hair

Qmax maximal dye absorption capacity, k2 adsorption rate constant, KL effective dissociation constant
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presented in Tables 1 and 2, it is seen that phosphory-
lation enhances the affinity of the hair to MB dye.

Conclusions

The three works, presented herein (Volkov et al. 2014, 2015b;
Volkov and Cavaco-Paulo 2016), clearly demonstrate that nat-
ural fibrous materials of SF and keratin can undergo in vitro
enzymatic phosphorylation. For hair keratin, the conclusion is
even more striking, since it was processed as a solid fiber, and
not a mixture of solubilized proteins, obtained by extraction.
Both materials do undergo phosphorylation, yet to a very
modest degree (Fig. 2 for SF and previous discussions on
feasibility of enzymatic reaction for both SF and keratin).
With this in mind, the impact on molecular weights of the
modified macro-molecules is considered negligible. It is also
assumed that in vitro phosphorylation per se does not induce
or promote protein degradation. If one is expecting degrada-
tion, it is to occur during preparative steps for both materials
(SF solubilization and keratin bleaching).

Yet, in vivo modification of the chosen fibrous materials
still poses important questions. The biological meaning of
post-translational modifications for both keratin (Sun and
Green 1978; Liao et al. 1995; Eckert and Yeagle 1996;
Nakamura et al. 2002; Strnad et al. 2002; Pekny and Lane
2007) and, particularly, SF (Zhang et al. 2006; Chen et al.
2010), still remain unclear. It is easily seen that the majority
of available data correspond to keratin, and not silk. This fact
stands to reason, as it has been established for a long time, that
keratin filaments (along with vimentin, desmin, and neurofil-
ament triplet proteins) play a pivotal role in eukaryotic cell
biology, for instance in cytoskeleton remodeling and mechan-
ical stability of cellular compartments like nucleus (Shih and
Rothfield 2006). Nevertheless, the aspects of keratin filaments
which function in cell biology are out of the scope of a current
communication. Keratin filament self-organization and
keratin-binding regulation are additional plausible explana-
tions, analogous to those already postulated for different tis-
sues (reviewed in Coulombe and Omary 2002). Previously
cited literature only suggests the hypotheses of silk protein
conformation remodeling and the alteration of binding to other
factors. Unfortunately, the currently available data do not

allow further conclusions for the role of silk in vivo phosphor-
ylation. This lack of information is another important point
that coerced us to conduct the work. It may be possible, to
some extent, to extrapolate the obtained in vitro outcomes for
in vivo systems, thus enriching our understanding of them.

Another key finding gleaned from the following studies is
that phosphorylation made it possible to tailor various struc-
tural and physicochemical properties of the materials of inter-
est. For both SF and keratin, the hallmark of obtained results
unambiguously demonstrates that phosphorylation consider-
ably alters the surfaces of polypeptide chains. For silk, alter-
ation of secondary structure and density of forming hydropho-
bic packaging leads to varying retention of the incorporated
drugs and decreased cell affinity. The latter may be important
in material design, where cell attachment to implant surface is
unwanted (Shen and Horbett 2001). For keratin, the improved
affinity towards positively charged species, found in the sur-
rounding solution, may implicate the feasibility of phosphor-
ylation for hair pre-treatments in case of cosmetic applica-
tions, where cationic surfactants are commonly applied
(Gavazzoni Dias et al. 2014) and references within).

Further outlook on the feasibility of phosphorylation
of fibrous materials

Accordingly to the empiric data, presented herein, this
enzyme-driven modification represents a valuable tool in the
field of material design, especially where discriminative, site-
specific alterations are demanded. Another factor that strongly
advocates for enzymatic processing is the mild nature of such
treatment that is of importance in medical device fabrication
and the related biocompatibility issues. Even a quantitatively
minor modification, for instance, of solely 0.38 % from the
total amino acid amount, comprising SF H-chain, leads to
considerable alteration of silk properties and the subsequent
behavior of SF-based materials. Regarding hair keratin, while
it was not possible to estimate the modification extent, keratin
surface charge was shifted to lower values, influencing the
formed electrostatic potential. Therefore, it is concluded that
similarly to live systems, enzymatic phosphorylation may be
successfully applied to tune various physicochemical proper-
ties in vitro. Indeed, convincing amount of various enzymatic

Table 2 Thermodynamic
parameters of the MB dye
adsorption onto different hair
types

Hair type van’t Hoff equation-derived ΔG at chosen temperature (kJ mol−1)

ΔH (kJ mol−1) ΔS (J mol−1) R2 20 °C 30 °C 40 °C 50 °C

P −29.106 19.991 0.9882 −34.990 −35.196 −35.204 −35.663
NP −20.347 43.803 0.9573 −33.306 −33.463 −33.967 −34.620

Calculated values of enthalpyΔH, entropyΔS, and Gibbs free energyΔG. NP and P designate the non-modified
or enzymatically modified hair
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processes have been implemented in a broad range of appli-
cations in recent decades (Jegannathan and Nielsen 2013).
However, particularly for phosphorylation, its broad utiliza-
tion in large-scale (industrial) applications is currently some-
what discouraged, due to significant cost of the enzyme and its
decreased stability at the reaction conditions (if compared to
purely chemical reagents). In cases where mass modification
of specific functional groups or sites is needed, utilization of
Bcanonical^ chemistry may be still preferable. Future potential
improvements (Kiss et al. 2013 and references within) in en-
zymatic stability and diversification of their consensus se-
quences, including de novo enzyme design strategies
(Zanghellini 2014), may help overcome the obstacles, stated
above.
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